
Take Away Beer O'clock
 

Indian 
Pale ALE 

Cherry
 Ruby

Russian 
Imperial Stout

Golden WheatAmerican 
Amber ALE

Traditional Russian non-alcoholic drink with sweet & sour flavor.
 Brewed based on the fermentation of malt and dry rye bread.

12pm - 3 pm

3pm - 4 pm

4 pm - 5 pm

 

$3++

$4++

$5++

 (Buy 1 Pint second Pint is for FREE)

AFTER 5 pm 
Some healthy benefits of 

Kvass

(0.5L)

$10 ++

 Feel the distinctive 
aroma of malt with 

flowery notes, as well 
as spicy smell of 

precious hop. 
It can be combined with 
such chasers as toasts 
and smoked sausages.

(WEISSBIER)

Light Queen 
(LAGER)

Green Piece Beer&ALE

This beer style is well 
known for its rich aroma 

of roasted malt and 
precious hop.

A mug of beer is an 
excellent choice for 

barbecue dishes.

The main ingredient is 

nutritious seaweed called 

spirulina that is why the drink 

is full of iodine, protein and 

amino acids. Seafood and 

Japanese cuisine will 

perfectly emphasize the taste 

of this beer style.

The aroma of this beer 
style is a complex 

balance of cloves and 
fruity notes with 

scarcely felt vanilla 
sweetness. It goes 

perfectly with white fish 
and chicken. 

 There are distinct 
coffee notes, which add 

some delicacy and 
sophistication.  You can 

fully understand the 
richness of this beer by 
combining it with Parma 

ham.

 Being able to sense not 
just the bitterness of an 

IPA, but the more 
nuanced contributions 

hops add to a beer, such 
as aroma and flavour 

happens over time

 Cherry beer has a 
captivating aroma of 

ripe cherries. The main 
ingredient of this drink 

is selected cherries that 
are added to the drink 

during the first stage of 
fermentation.

 Beer & Ale- new beer 
type brewed in Beerfest 
Brewery and Restaurant, 
innovative combination 
of IPA and lager. The 
Beer & Ale is bottom-
fermenting ale, but in 

fact is a lager.

KVASS

MUG                  

PINT                   

LITRE                  

1. Tonic and refreshing effect on hot days.  
2. Boost the immune system due to Vitamin C. 
3. Kvass is considered to hold antiseptic properties and have the ability to fight 
infection and for these reasons it is also sometimes drunk as a precursory 
measure before coming into contact with sick people. 
4. Rich in nutrients — kvass contains a good deal of this immune-boosting, toxin-
fighting antioxidant.

Take Away Beer O'clock
 (0.75L in bottle)

12pm - 3 pm

3pm - 4 pm

after 4 pm 

 

$6++

$7.5++

$9.5++
Take away bottle

 

$3++

$4++

$6++

$2++

 


